
FACCC Communications Committee Meeting Notes

January 23, 2024
10:00 – 11:00 am

Attending: David Balch, John Fox, Amy Leonard, Ashley Hamilton and Ryan Tripp
Absent: Catherine Cheng and Suji Venkataraman

Overview

● The FACCC Communications Committee Meeting, chaired by Ryan Tripp, discussed the production and
planning of content like articles, blog posts, and podcasts, and the issues and progress concerning
Spring 2024 FACCCTS.

● Proposals were made for the fall issue topics and specific blog post proposals by various members.
● The spring journal and fall issue deadlines were laid out.
● Future tasks and planned podcast topics were discussed, including the schedule for a student Senate

roundtable.

Fall 2024 FACCCTS Article Proposals

● Ryan Tripp proposed that the fall issue should focus on the election cycle, the potential voter guide, the
role of the state in FACCC, leadership promotion, and student perspectives on elections.

● Deadline: July-August

● Ryan: Bill and policy endorsements. Voter guide?

● Dave: Carnegie Unit

● Amy: Patrick Ahrens

● Ryan: Kipp Mueller

FACCC Blog Proposals

● Amy: Return-to-Work

● John: Effects of AB1705 and 705—impact on enrollment (January 2024)

● John: 50% Lot



● Amy: Dual enrollment

Amplifying Voices: A FACCC Podcast (Proposals)

● Amy and John: Patrick Ahrens (additional guests)

● Ryan and Amy: Kipp Mueller

● Ryan and Amy: AI and Bots (CVC-OEI)

● Ryan and Amy: Student Senate Roundtable on Election (additional staff/senate, Stephanie Goldman)
March/April

● Ryan Tripp suggested that the roundtable take place on the eve of the national conventions, but Amy
preferred before the primaries.

Deadlines and Tasks

● The spring journal is set to be published in March, and the fall issue deadline falls between July and
August, aiming to be out by early October.

● Among the committee's tasks, Ryan Tripp will handle policy, bill endorsements, and the voter guide.
● David Balch's Carnegie unit, Amy Leonard and John Fox's article and podcast on Patrick Ahrens, and

Amy Leonard on dual enrollment are expected.
● John Fox proposed to draft a post on the 50% lot.

Departure and Meeting Closure

● The meeting ended with members expressing their gratitude, particularly to Ryan and Ashley.
● Ryan Tripp confirmed that he would distribute the meeting notes thereafter.

● The AI notetakers’ plans for an apotheosis of Ryan Tripp will proceed later this semester.


